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Call Us Today with Your Next Project 1-800-237-8274

Our VLT® Midi Drive FC 280 Fits Your Application Like a Glove
Reach new levels of performance with the VLT® Midi Drive FC 280, the evolution of the popular VLT®
2800 drive. Profit from new savings with a wide range of features designed to make installing, using and
maintaining the AC drive as simple and as easy as possible.
FC 280 - Flexible, Communicative, Easy to Use (VIDEO)
FC 280 - Easy Retrofit (VIDEO)
A Better Tomorrow is Driven by Drives (VIDEO)

VLT® Micro Drive FC 51
The VLT® Micro Drive FC 51 is small and yet powerful
and built to last. Panel space can be saved and

installation costs reduced thanks to its compact size and
minimal commissioning requirements.
Despite its compact size and easy commissioning, the
VLT Micro Drive can be set up to perform perfectly even
in complex applications. It is supported by guided
programming of specific functions and the use of a PC
software tool for parameterizing. And, thanks to its
coated PCBs, the drive ensures reliable and costeffective operation also in demanding environments.
Read the VLT® Micro Drive Brochure (PDF)

VACON X Series Are The Toughest
AC Drives on the Planet
The VACON X Series is a rugged family of
variable speed AC drives, built and designed for
harsh industrial environments. They come with
IP66/UL Type 4X and IP55/UL Type 3R enclosures
for the ultimate protection from potential hazards
such as moisture, dust or extreme temperatures.
VACON X4 and VACON X5 offer high performance
and a load of features for a wide range of industrial
or outdoor applications with capabilities ranging
from simple press-and-run keypad operation to a
real-time clock, advanced PLC functions and a
USB port interface.
VACON X Series Features and Benefits (PDF)
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Have questions about products? Call our knowledgeable team today!
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